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Executive Summary Long-term, regional travel demand models are essential tools used by planning organizations for resource management, project scheduling, and impact studies.  In most cases, these tools are developed at a macroscopic level, including only the most basic information about the road networks’ geometry and traffic parameters. The development of the Green Line light rail corridor between the two Twin Cities downtown areas represented a modeling challenge for the Twin Cities Regional Planning Model (RPM) due to complicated road geometries and traffic controls. To explore this issue and a potentially better alternative analysis methodology as well as perform a before-after study, a different modeling approach based on traffic simulation and Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) was developed and is presented in this report. Toward that end, a large-scale simulation was constructed to capture localized, high-resolution data and incorporate accurate transit and signal information while maintaining a wide, regional scope sufficient to capture long-distance travel and dynamic rerouting. Large-scale traffic simulation is by itself a very new capability allowed by recent advancements in traffic modeling as well as computer hardware and software. To that extent, very few examples of large-scale simulation are available and there are even fewer attempts to integrate DTA traffic simulation with a travel demand model. Even more, in this project a new approach for traffic simulation is utilized by using a simultaneous operation of two modeling resolutions, a microscopic level model for the core network around the two LRT Transitways and a mesoscopic level model for the rest of the metropolitan area. This Hybrid traffic simulation scheme provides for great detail in the project area without compromising route selection for trips originating and destined outside of it. The challenges were many for the implementation of this very new methodology and tool. Some of the challenges involved the development of the network geometry while maintaining a link to the RPM, the calibration of this large model, the designing of efficient experiments that minimize overall project duration and effort, and novel ways of visualizing the produced results since traditional approaches are not applicable to such a large network. This report describes the complete development of the hybrid model.  As a primer, descriptions of similar projects are given along with broad background on varieties of simulation, culminating with the Aimsun hybrid simulation.  The implementation of the geometric, traffic control, and vehicle demand components of the hybrid network is then described, including details regarding the two alternative models: one for the existing Green Line along University Ave., and one for the no-build alternative.  Alongside the construction of the Aimsun model, interconnections to the Regional Planning Model in Cube Voyager were maintained. Throughout the development of the Aimsun hybrid model, calibration and validation efforts were undertaken to ensure the hybrid model would both align with the RPM and also produce representative results according to real network data.  Calibration within this framework refers to adjustments made to network or vehicle parameters, which aimed to correct irregularities within simulated behavior. Calibration/Validation took place in steps, starting with the macroscopic level where an agreement with the RPM was established.  This step was necessary since the hybrid and RPM models are designed over different software platforms each with its own abstractions and network coding ways. Four main 
 
 
issues were identified and corrected as part of the macroscopic calibration process: self-centroid trips, unusual centroid configurations, volume-delay functions, and High Occupancy Vehicle behavior. The second step involved the calibration of the core microscopic parts of the model. This step ensured that reasonable traffic patterns were formed in the simulated arterials and freeways and ensured the correct operation of the 700+ traffic signals including LRT preemption and priority rules.  Once the subarea networks were integrated into the larger regional hybrid model, manual calibration techniques became unusable due to the immense breadth of the network and the significant time cost to perform each iteration of simulation. As such, alternative calibration strategies were developed.  These ‘blanket calibration’ techniques involved adjusting parameters for larger blocks of the network simultaneously, either by region or by targeting a particular subset of the network (e.g., all roads of a certain type, all nodes, etc.). The validation of the hybrid model was based on intersection turning counts provided by the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul in various formats and from varying time periods and loop detector counts on freeway sections provided by MnDOT. During this process the research team had to also deal with numerous bugs still present in the software. Both project objectives were accomplished although the original plan and methodology had to be modified to accommodate the aforementioned challenges. The integration with the RPM Mode Choice step was accomplished and showed that it is feasible to upgrade the traditional static traffic assignment step with a Dynamic User Equilibrium based hybrid traffic simulation one. Although further improvements relating to the overall process are still needed, this proof-of-concept ensures that an integration with the new activity-based RPM is possible and potentially even more efficient and accurate. The comparison of the Green Line corridor with and without the LRT has produced credible results confirming that although the reduction in capacity of University Ave, does affect neighboring streets, the larger effect is absorbed by I-94 with only a marginal increase in travel times and reductions in speed. It is important to note that the model indicated the existence of instabilities on major intersections of the corridor where the selected traffic control plans play a big role in the system’s efficiency. Indicative results are presented both for the morning peak period (6:45 -7:30 AM) as well as the afternoon peak (3:00 to 4:00 PM), while a full result set for both peak periods is also available. The report concludes with a collection of lessons learned involving the development, calibration, and management of a large simulation model highlighting the challenges and suggesting an optimal course of action for future projects.
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1. Introduction Long-term, regional travel demand models are essential tools used by planning organizations for resource management, project scheduling, and impact studies.  In most cases these tools are developed at a macroscopic level, including only the most basic information about the road networks’ geometry and traffic patterns.  In Minneapolis-Saint Paul, Minnesota such a model was developed and is maintained by the Metropolitan Council. The development of the Green Line light rail corridor between the two downtown areas represented a modeling challenge due to complicated road geometries and traffic controls.  The Regional Planning Model (RPM) may not be sufficient for analyzing the impact and operations of a new transit line on one of the most central links of the network.  To explore this issue and perform a before-after study, a different modeling approach based on traffic simulation and Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) was developed and is presented in this report.   Macroscopic regional models such as the RPM lack several key elements needed for close examination of infrastructure and systems such as the Green Line light rail.  Localized geometric effects are not captured by low-resolution models, causing errors in speed estimation, delay, etc.  Traffic controls are often absent or simplified; impacts from actuated signals, coordinated signal corridors, or preemption/priority strategies are lost.  Static traffic assignment models also fail to capture the dynamic nature of traffic, such as allowing vehicles on congested routes to reroute. Thus, a gap exists between current regional macroscopic models and their ability to model fine details and active traffic management (ATM) or advanced transportation demand management (ATDM) systems. To address this gap, a large-scale simulation was constructed to capture localized, high-resolution data and incorporate accurate transit and signal information while maintaining a wide, regional scope sufficient to capture long distance travel and dynamic rerouting.  Simulation models incorporating large regions allow more realistic route selection, especially for vehicles traversing congested areas.  By focusing on a small sub-network consisting of only the corridor of interest, vehicles are trapped onto only a few paths which may become severely congested.  Expanding the model to include surrounding parallel routes frees vehicles to bypass congestion appropriately. Similarly, a significant extent of the transit network is required to adequately capture movements through and around major corridors.  In this case, trips which include the Green Line light rail transit (LRT) corridor are surrounded by other modes; riders must reach the light rail and, ultimately, their destination by other methods.  Numerous bus lines act as collectors for the Green Line, feeding riders into the railway from outlying urban and suburban areas.  To capture such multimodal trips, wide swaths of the metropolitan area must be included in modeling efforts. The resolution of the model is a significant problem for such a simulation effort.  High-resolution modeling is necessary throughout the corridor of interest; only microscopic models incorporate traffic control with sufficient detail to accurately describe the interaction between light rail vehicles and the road network.  However, simulating large regions at a microscopic level quickly becomes computationally prohibitive and difficult to construct and maintain.  To counter this, mesoscopic simulation techniques have been 
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developed which sacrifice some detail but are capable of simulating larger areas efficiently.  Part of this sacrifice includes traffic control which is vital to modeling the light rail corridor. The approach in this project was to develop a hybrid model, incorporating components of both microscopic and mesoscopic modeling to achieve both the high resolution required along the light rail corridor and the wide scope necessary for accurate route and mode choice.  A core region, including the Green and Blue Line light rail corridors and both Minneapolis and Saint Paul downtown districts, was implemented at a microscopic resolution, with the remainder of the metropolitan region modeled at a mesoscopic level.  By operating both levels in conjunction, sufficient detail and control were maintained in the corridor of interest while still retaining a wide scope to capture alternative routes for vehicles avoiding congested areas. The hybrid model was linked to the original RPM to allow for mode shift between iterations, completing the feedback loop for the model.  Speed data for every link in the network were returned to the RPM to inform a new travel demand and mode choice.  By introducing this connection, traffic behavior within the Green Line corridor can make an impact on travel decisions and transit use throughout the network and more appropriately reflect reality. This report describes the complete development of the hybrid model.  As a primer, descriptions of similar projects are given along with broad background on varieties of simulation, culminating with Aimsun hybrid simulation.  The implementation of the geometric, traffic control, and vehicle demand components of the hybrid network is then described, including details regarding the two alternative models: one for the existing Green Line along University Avenue, and one for the no-build alternative.  Alongside the construction of the Aimsun model, interconnections to the Regional Planning Model in Cube Voyager are outlined. As the model was developed, calibration and validation efforts were also undertaken to ensure proper fitting of the Aimsun hybrid model to both the Regional Planning Model and real data (in the form of loop detector and turning count data).  These efforts were made at multiple stages, including at all resolutions from macroscopic to microscopic.  Within the integrated hybrid model, calibration and validation became significantly more difficult due to the size and scope of the task, as well as multiple issues related to Aimsun’s specific implementation of hybrid modeling.  Methods for overcoming these barriers conclude the discussion of calibration. With the hybrid model completed and calibrated, the results are presented in Chapter 5. They relate to both the integration with Voyager and refinement of mode choice within the RPM, as well as the impact of the Green Line on University Avenue and the microscopic subareas of the hybrid model. The final chapter of this report includes significant details and commentary regarding the successes and difficulties of this project.  Many important lessons were gleaned through overcoming barriers to achieving such an ambitious simulation scope.  These include methodologies related to implementing and calibrating such models, alongside information related to handling and effectively visualizing such large and complex data sets.   
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2. Background A few other attempts have been made at large-scale and hybrid simulation for major metropolitan regions across the world.  A macroscopic-microscopic iterative solution was developed for the Des Moines, Iowa region relying on a small microscopic model for peak-time speed estimation to improve macroscopic demand modeling (1).  The mesoscopic model DynusT has been employed by several teams working to improve regional planning models, notably for Seattle, Washington (2) and Sacramento, California (3).  In each case, the formerly macroscopic tools used by the cities were interfaced with a mesoscopic model to provide additional modeling accuracy. Similar to the approach describe within this paper, Burghout and Wahlstedt (4) targeted a small portion of Stockholm, Sweden and examined the redistribution effects from new signal control plans within a dense, bus-priority arterial corridor by integrating VISSIM’s microscopic modeling capabilities with MEZZO, an event-based mesoscopic model.  VISSIM was also paired with Synchro and San Francisco, California’s regional travel demand model CHAMP (5) to develop a long-term planning framework for analyzing bus rapid transit (BRT) and multimodal transportation scenarios. Finally, the New York City Department of Transportation developed a large-scale mesoscopic-microscopic simulation model of Manhattan and surrounding arterials.  Using the framework of the existing regional travel demand model, successive layers of mesoscopic and microscopic models were implemented on the Aimsun platform (6). 2.1 Modeling Strategies Four modeling approaches are encountered throughout the methodology presented in this report: macroscopic, mesoscopic, microscopic, and hybrid.  Some basic knowledge of each is necessary for understanding the challenges encountered while constructing the Twin Cities Metro Hybrid Simulation Model.  2.1.1 MACROSCOPIC MODELING Covering the broadest scope at the lowest resolution is macroscopic simulation.  The Regional Planning Model which forms the base of this process is a macroscopic tool, including only major roadways and intersections (referred to as links and nodes, respectively) in a “stick network”.  Social and economic data are utilized with demand generation and mode choice models to create trip origin/destination tables which are used for static traffic assignment (STA).  The parameters of importance are link speed, capacity, and assigned traffic volume; vehicles are not individually modeled but are instead aggregated into link demand. 2.1.2 MICROSCOPIC MODELING Microscopic models are high-resolution with great detail in terms of geometry and control.  Car following, lane changing, and other driving behavior models are used within a fixed-time-step framework as vehicles propagate through the network making decisions which cumulatively produce traffic patterns.  Vehicle behavior is governed by parameters such as reaction time, acceleration and deceleration rates, gap acceptance, and so forth.  Accurate geometry and signal timing affects queuing at intersections and congestion buildup 
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 Figure 1. Hybrid modeling to locate alternative paths. Within the focus area (microscopic simulation), the primary path between the origin and destination develops congestion.  If only the microscopic region is considered, no alternative is available and vehicles must wait through the congestion with large delays.  However, if the mesoscopic region is also included, vehicles moving from origin “i" to destination “j” can select alternate routes which do not utilize the affected links.  In this way, a more accurate representation of driver decision making can be modeled and the high level of detail is maintained within the corridor of interest, but computing needs are dramatically reduced (compared to simulating the entire region microscopically). While the mesoscopic regions are, as noted above, modeled using an event based approach, the microscopic region uses a fixed time interval to ‘step’ through the entire simulation period.  To merge these two disparate approaches, a single simulation clock is used to synchronize events between the two portions of the model.  All vehicles also maintain state parameters relevant for both the microscopic and mesoscopic regions, allowing vehicles to freely move back and forth between the two and use the appropriate car-following, lane-changing, and path selection models. 
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split into. At each one of these slices new shortest paths are calculated. The DTA model however also allows a user defined percentage of vehicles to reroute at each one of these cycles. This allows vehicles that may have been caught in congestion a chance to find a new path given the network conditions.  
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 Figure 2. High-resolution core regions of the hybrid simulation covering the Blue Line (A) and Green Line (B); inset, the full extent of the Regional Planning Model network with the expanded region highlighted.
 All existing roadway sections were also checked against these aerial photos to ensure geometric correctness.  Once all the roads were imported or created, road types and speed limits were assigned to each section. As described previously the two regions in Figure 2 were enhanced to include all arterials, most collectors, as well as some side streets, and appropriate intersection curvature.  The total number of links within each area approximately doubled, with a significant increase in number of intersections. Figure 3 shows the original and improved Blue Line regions. 
 Figure 3. O iginal (lef  v. improved (right) geometr
cFentrigure 
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who use street shoulders, parking areas, or bus stops to move past through-movement drivers when possible. Alongside improvements to the road network, the light rail lines were integrated into the hybrid model’s geometry.  Two versions were developed: one representing the 2009 pre-Green Line network state, the other representing the 2015 post-Green Line state.  As the Green Line is entirely encapsulated within the microscopic portion of the model, the outer regions imported from the RPM remained unaltered. Implementing geometry was a significant startup cost in terms of hours of labor.  Since generally only one individual could work on the model at a time, development occurred over the course of several years, with roughly a year and half of full time effort required for complete implementation and improvement. Table 1 summarizes link and node statistics describing the scope of the network. Table 1. General network geometry information. 
 Links: Count Length (Lane-Miles) Length (Lane-Kilometers) 
 
Freeway Network 4570 4121 6633 
 Arterial Network 14780 12156 19564  Total 19350 16278 26196       Nodes:     Intersection Nodes 8403 Centroid Nodes 1632       The final Aimsun microscopic Blue Line (Hiawatha) network (Figure 4) encompasses the Blue (Hiawatha LRT) line, downtown Minneapolis, and the southern portion of Minneapolis lying east of I-35W while north of Hwy 62. The Green Line (Formally the Central Corridor LRT) Aimsun network (Figure 5) includes portions of Minneapolis and St. Paul east of the Mississippi River that interact with the Green (CCLRT) line, including Washington Avenue, University Avenue, and downtown St. Paul.  
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 Figure 4. Blue Line (Hiawatha LRT) high-resolution model. 
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 Figure 5. Green Line (CCLRT) high-resolution model. 
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Merging the two microscopic networks together, which were separated by the Mississippi River, primarily involved stitching river and highway crossings together. Stitching the combined microscopic network with the Voyager macroscopic model involved stitching thousands of links together. A cutout version of a direct import from Voyager is used as the base network, in which all sections that were present in the Aimsun microscopic network were manually removed from the Voyager import to aid the stitching process. In cases of uncertainty, roads were not removed out of caution and were compared directly to the microscopic network after importation. Figure 6 shows a partial view of the Voyager network with the two micro networks stitched in. 
 Figure 6. Twin Cities Metropolitan hybrid simulation model (partial picture). An issue that arose during the stitching process was how to reconnect the thousands of centroid connectors to links in there corresponding Traffic Analysis Zone. While this could have been done manually it was a tedious and time consuming process that would take several days to complete. Consideration was also given to the fact that if this process would have to be done again a more stream lined approach would be needed. There for a script was designed to connect the centroids to the ends of links that were not connected to a node based on their name. By giving all sections that needed to be connect a specific formatted name corresponding to the centroid that need to be connected a script could easily attach the thousands of links in seconds. This process took only half the time and minimized errors that would have been otherwise caused by the manual linking. The script can be found in the appendix. A full network check, using the microscopic network checker in Aimsun, was run with demand matrices in order to locate unstitched link ends. After Aimsun completed locating the unstitched links, these were fixed manually. The microscopic simulation network checker found several hundred errors related to low turning speeds and other geometric 
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issues. In the areas outside the microscopic sections these can be ignored due to the fact that that w ey will be modelednoth de. Veroe noyagert c asonnec an aptedp and at th sece mtioesnso th-roat endugh levedel b. Iut wt waser,e no howt cevoernnec, ustedefu tol to a c findentr centroid ooidr s does not allow them. lication is not affected by such unfinished elements but Aimsu an  3.1.1 GREEN LINE-SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS Soigften rnificepant clacedhang exesis otingccu rroradedw gayeo.m  Cetrentericall ly along the entirety of the Grand University Avenues, especially dedicanesated l wefert tue rremn andoved r aligohngt tu meen Line asrun pch oocf Was thhinge railton s intertwo-lsaneectio-eacnsh.  W-waithy in gethnere Unival perurspityos oe sf Meginnementssota, to W oashninge-laneton A-eacvenuh-we was convket lanes at vehicle-only lanes.  The intersections at Church and Union Streets weraye s bimusil/emerertedgenc fromy- and crossing general purpose lanes arly altered interare dsivecertiotedns to w Eerase rt Retaivineder R tooad al allow w ferore c pedomesptrletelian/yb ricem vedong ycole cro.  Tssinghe  acsigtunalatios fonsr th.  Vesehe twicleso  HWaarlnvarut sd Strtreet weet (asw chiconvh oernltedy al flroowms a t noyrpth th-se Moutihs csisrosipsspic ingi Rs oiverf W oasr shinglightotln Ay tov thenue ease).  Ft alinalongly,  inters alsecectiotion n easwithtb bouunds-,o onl  4-wayinter ne ly seavingingle l wane apestboupndroac). hes inter on thsectioe wn toest a 3 sid-we (ayo gne enteneraler pingurp those e Ocruotsssidinge o arf thtere Univials wererse itybis area, 23 intersections between the Green Line path and smaller ooff th thesese ce lohcations is includedected in  lTeavanges near Snelling Avenuable inge. 2  twwhoil Te -Finterigures ec7 tioandns F (irguigreht -8in, b relowight s-ouhowt).   eAx faumll liplesst   Table 2. List of intersections converted from 4-way to T-intersection pairs. Arthur Ave SE  Beacon Ave  N Oxford St 30th Ave SE  N Wheeler St  N Milton St Emerald St SE  N Pierce St  N Avon St Curfew St Carleton St   N Simpson St N Albert St   St Albans St N N Kent St Montgomery St Lynnhurst Ave Crossing for Episcopal Homes parking, just west of Fairview Avenue 
   
N Syndicate St N Dunlap St  
   
Arundel St N Farrington St Galtier St 
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 Figure 7. Region near Snelling Avenue and University Avenue - Pre-LRT  
 Figure 8. Region near Snelling Avenue and University Avenue - Post-LRT 
Existing Right and Left  
Full Intersection at University Avenue and Simpson Street 
University Avenue 
Snelling Avenue Pascal Street 
Reduced lane 
Intersection split into two T-intersections allowing only right-in, right-out turnings 
University Avenue 
Snelling Avenue Pascal Street 
Turn Lanes 
configuration 
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3.2 Signal Control Implementation Fpoeakr th. We indheniv thidue twal moic mroicscroopscico networks, there were three control plans: Acreated that calls for all six planspic to netw be rorukn ats w there ce sopmecbifinedied tim, a me inteasterrv calosntrM, oPMl p, andlan w ofasf- anobeen dtheretec (Fitedgure du 9e to). T thhie ms imicprloemscentatioopic con isntro cl ponsidered to be successful as no al b  isongside one lans eing called upon by the mastersu ceso hntravoel  plan. A detailed explanation of the steps taken to implement the controls was included in the deliverable for Task 3 and therefore is not covered in this report.  
 Figure 9. Master Control Plan timetable. After the new signal timings for the Green Line were acquired they were implemented into Aimsun along with the new geometry. The signals were very similar, as far as imlistedplem asentatio preemnp, totio on thwerhil se thignale rses in tht were re cegoionsn.id Oernledy a f to bewe L ofR thT Pre Green Line lights were green time was given to the LRT Phase. Table 3 contains the changioesr bityetw wheen there anye b exefotrra e and after corridor implementation.  Table 3. Control statistics including Before/After Green line. 
 Control Type:  COUNT BY REGION Blue Line Green Line Before Reprogrammed for Green Line Fixed 318 96 26 Semi-Actuated 92 114 25 Fully Actuated 13 8 4 LRT Preemption 8 - 8 LRT Priority - - 29 
 
      The plans implemented were produced by a consulting firm for the corridor and were the best possible place to start from. During the final months of the project (after the opening of the Green Line) it was found through field observations and discussions with local city engineers that the original timings have been significantly altered to meet operational 
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percentages to match the shape of the curve through visual inspection. The percentages were consistently checked to ensure that the total demand over the entire original demand interval did not exceed 100%.  Since the overall all demand in the time period stays the same it was found that this method created more realistic results than the other default arrival patterns available in Aimsun (such as Exponential, Uniform or Normal). This process is illustrated by Table 4, which shows the demand volumes and adjustment factors, and Figure 10, which shows the entrance rates per 15-minute interval for the original and adjusted demand curves for the periods covering morning peak (periods 6 through 10). 
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Table 4. Demand adjustment factors used to smooth vehicle entrances. 
  
 
Adjusted Demand 
Original Demand 
Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 
Figure 10. Original and smoothed demand for the morning periods. 
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3.4 Integration with Voyager A main objective of the project was to integrate the hybrid simulation traffic assignment results with Voyager’s 4-step travel demand modeling process. Specifically, the approach to this integration will be to form a loop between the Aimsun and Voyager models.  Starting with the Voyager full travel demand modeling process, a first set of O/D matrices are produced and imported into the Aimsun hybrid simulation model to support a dynamic traffic assignment process.  This DTA simulation produces link travel times and average speeds for the whole network. These travel times are then imported back into Voyager’s Mode Choice modules to produce a new set of demands (i.e. O/D matrices).  The process is then repeated until the O/D matrices produced between two steps are sufficiently similar. Figure 11 shows the two different loops. The first loop (Step A) is the current 4-step model in use by the Metropolitan Council in the RPM. The second loop (step B) describes the loop performed between the Aimsun-based hybrid model and the Voyager-based RPM. 
 Figure 11. Flow diagram for Voyager-Aimsun loop. Before the loop could proceed, a linkage had to be made to pass information between the two simulation environments. Since Voyager is based on a “stick” network, each Voyager link can be uniquely identified using either a link ID or the origin and destination nodes (in 
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this case, node refers to simple intersection locations and not centroid nodes).  However, between different versions of the RPM each link is reassigned unique link ID values.  Only the origin-destination node IDs remain fixed (although changes to the network that add or remove nodes do obviously necessitate some local alterations).  Between the two model versions of interest for this investigation (the 2009 and 2015 RPM models), no node changes were made which would impact the region of interest (minor node changes were at the outskirts of the mesoscopic region). Within Aimsun similar issues were encountered. Like Voyager, every link has an ID and, in most cases, numerous attributes imported from Voyager. As described in earlier sections, when the microscopic portions of the network were improved, for reasons of accuracy and realism, many additional links were introduced, while most of the Voyager links in the Blue/Green Line regions were broken into smaller sections to better match real world geometry and incorporate additional minor intersections. These new and adjusted links within Aimsun lack information tying them to the Voyager network.  To complete the connection back to Voyager, this information was redeveloped.  However, since the Aimsun model includes more roadways than the RPM (and potentially multiple sections corresponding to one RPM link) and because each model includes tens of thousands of links an automated method of generating link mapping tables was created using ArcMap.  Within ArcMap, the Spatial Join tool along with some careful assumptions allow for this mapping to take place.  From Aimsun, both the RPM macroscopic network links and the Aimsun microscopic network sections were exported to GIS.  The Aimsun export function created two files of interest for each network, “section.shp” and “sectionGeo.shp”, each of which was added to ArcMap.  The section.shp file contains information regarding section properties as defined within Aimsun (such as ID, speed, capacity, etc.) while the sectionGeo.shp file contains information regarding the geometric layout of sections (coordinates of vertices, lane configurations, etc.).  To clearly differentiate between the RPM links and Aimsun links, the shape files were renamed (Figure 12). 
 Figure 12. GIS layers involved in Aimsun – Voyager integration. 
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Once both networks were within ArcMap, the Spatial Join tool was used to find overlapping links.  Because the Aimsun model contains many shorter segments that each belong to the seacamhe R AimPMsu ln linkink, th we soupladtial be as join msignedapp toed o thnle Ry a sPingM infle RorPMmatio linkn o. nto the Aimsun links so that Fthoe cr thentere spa otialf eac johin t seco tiwoon.rk  T prhoespere plyo, eacints wh lerinke th in Aen gimivsuen sn wuascc tresanssivelfoyrm incedr intoeasing a  rpoadint at pcirrodcleusce, A cimircsluesn l binketws een 2which and lie near 90 meters in diameter.  By using a series of expandii toing  qabulice tokly l wocithate a pout interartnerse evctingentu malullytiple p thoeirssib R lePM par counters wphar. tner ilt are me aore bdle toistant p locate a mairs are satctilhl  Hdirowecevtlyer o, bn toecpau osf oe thne ae RnoPMther l in minks fanyor o casppeso,s tinghe b dearirections alused to further winnow out bad matches.  Within thinge G forI eacong a sS frham linewk wingle roadway fall properties of both Aimsun and RPM model links were available for analorask, th calculatedysise .  gFeoigumetr andic  bthelat isow s rheloevwsant a s toam re 13 used for the RPM l gpenele srecatingtion and a be tharinge inf foorrm thae Ation cimontained within the sectionGeo.shp file inks).  The coordinate pairs (fx, fys)u ann sdec (tiotx, tyns () rsepimrilesarent th infore cmatioentern ws oasf  the “from” and “to” ends of each section.  Using an Excel script, these coordinates were compared for each section and a general bearing was calculated.  
 
 
Figure 13. Section geometry parameters used in Aimsun. From the Spatial Join tool, a database was created which contained all possible partner sections for each Aimsun link.  These were then narrowed to those with matching bearings (within 5°) and the best matches available were kept.  The remaining links without good matches were examined manually.   
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macro set. These Mesoscopic paths were then to be used as an input to the Hybrid model. The thought for using the mesoscopic paths in the hybrid model was to account for the so called historical paths of the day to day users who were unlikely to radically shift their route in order to avoid congestion. These paths were to be used by 60% of the vehicles in the network. The other 40% would be split in half and would start pick a path when they entered the network based on its conditions and would then stick to it for the remaining time. The remaining half would also pick a path based on the network conditions but would be able to reroute or chose a new path every 7.5 minutes. This method was to be conducted for the 8 demand intervals, seen in Table 5 along with run statistics, and the aggregated average speed of each link from each interval would be read into the mode choice model. The mode choice model would then produce origin destination (OD) matrices for the Aimsun models to be run again. This loop was to be done until no relevant change in demand could be seen.   Unfortunately due to the computational requirements and simulation time need for each loop this was found to be infeasible in the constraints of this project. Therefore the loop was shortened so that only one simulation was run in Aimsun and only two different file transfers had to occur. The solution and the way we avoided inaccuracies in the model results, was to run a Hybrid Dynamic User Equilibrium (DUE) for each demand interval. Since the Hybrid DUE was run directly and only the statistics of the sections need to be saved in order to produce relevant speeds and all other outputs could be turned off to save computational time and memory requirements. This produce a simple loop as seen in Figure 14 which only required some manual intermediate steps involving Access to clean and write the data into a form that Voyager could use. The process though can be completely streamlined to require no manual intervention. 
 Figure 14. Flow diagram for passing data between Aimsun and Voyager.    
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Table 5. Simulation time and vehicle demand for iterating through mode choice. 
Duration 
Demand Interval Time Seconds Hours Vehicle Demand 7 6:45 – 7:30 25,983 7.2 773,514 8 7:30 – 8:30 74,078 20.6 781,017 9 8:30 – 9:30 31,844 8.9 568,583 10 9:30 – 10:30 23,883 6.6 438,598 11 10:30 – 11:30 45,436 12.6 518,001 12 11:30 – 12:30 34,566 9.6 592,584 13 12:30 – 13:30 38,498 10.7 550,895 14 13:30 – 14:30 10,934 3.0 394,901 
3.6 Before and After Green Line Scenarios  
 eac .  n Line before-after single-period simulations. 
Ton thhe se neigcenariohbso thringat w roerade tos w bere ue gsoeding to to anal be syzime thil e before and afterho impact of the green line twwas to do ex ar to the mode c ice loop. The initial plan befoo netwre networkacosr tly what was described in thkf rowmh wichh wicho thulde entir represe pent throcese sp wrevoiouluds b sece rtiou n except that there would be implemented and the after network which re epnetwresentsork if th te ghe gn. Treen lhe netwine horadks  nevwouerld b been e a cloauops wed bithy o Vnloyy thage imer anpldem noentatio changn oe in df the lemight rail. The main deoiffmeretrencice is and th sat thignaler changes compared against each other to see the changandes in th. The netwe peako prk.er  iods were simulatede was and no  Amgoain thre proe cpero smcpenarutatioio tnecal andhniq timue. Te rhereefquoirreem thentse m oodfel th we mas agodain rel predevented the use of the DUE run for each of the demand periods during peak period in each muocdedel d. Toabwn tole 6  a sshoingws ale  list of the completed runs and the time associated with h  Table 6. Computational aPrnd e Gtimereen L requirine Nemenetwts foro Grkree  Demand Interval Green Line Network RAM (GB) Iterations Run Time (hr) RAM (GB) Iterations Run Time (hr) 
6 6:00-6:45 17.5 4 1.6 24.2 5 1.7 
7 6:45-7:30 49.5 13 4.3 55.5 14 7.1 
8 7:30-8:30 116.6 24 20.5 88.7 19 14.0 
15 14:30-15:30 65.1 13 8.8 70.1 13 9.9 
16 15:30-16:30 125.1 25 19.1 85.1 16 14.9 
17 16:30-17:30 118.0 25 21.9 148.1 25 22.5 
18 17:30-18:00 38.0 16 7.2 40.2 14 9.2 
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These were the initial runs that were used to compare the two models. It was found later that a slightly different approach to the simulation showed more realistic results for the peak period. Therefore a new set of simulations focused on getting the best peak period results for demand 8 and demand 17. The simulations that were used were a combination of multiple demand intervals which required significantly more RAM and increased run times but resulted in fewer simulations to run (4 total vs 14). These runs are summarized in Table 7. Table 7. Computational and time requirements for Green Line before-after 3-period simulations. 
Demand Intervals Pre Green Line Network Green Line Network RAM (GB) Iterations Run Time (hr) RAM (GB) Iterations Run Time (hr) 
6, 7, 8 6:00-8:30 291 27 92.2 261 26 86.1 
16, 17, 18 15:30-18:00 356 27 114.14 331 25 78.7  It is important to note that the run times in the case of scenarios where the RAM used exuscingeed thede d 25r6GB are not accurate because the computer had run out of memory and was sfiniscenarh, ioalst in thhougive fh it incor temreasporesar thy se rtoruagn time. The aforementioned table woule teis tecnfohlniqd. Iun a ce alloowmsp a suterim uwlithation to eventually d have had considerably shorter m ruon timre ResAM.  the  
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4Th. rCouaglibhourt thatioe dn efforts were underevtakeleon topment o ensufr the Aimsun hybrid model, calibration and validation CPlalanningibratio Mn wodithel andin th aliss fo pramroewduce re thepe hresyentativbrid me rodesel uwltso aculdc borodthing al tigon w realith netw the Roregk iodata.nal   cpasaresam, ceteralibs wratiohicn fh aimocuedsed to o cn idororreck rt efirreregs toular itiesadju swtmithentsin s mimadule toated  bnetwehavork or vehicle comparison, such as identifying ‘lentifost vyehingic bleseh’ – avvioehr icwlesh uichnab reqle touir redeac noh th iorealr.  I dn mata fanyor  sdigesnaltinatio corn.rec  Ctioalnsib)r andation m, eseaspecuialresly w afertere im thplemented at the l eir intended regional level (links within certain areas or oe integf certain tyratiopn oes acf thoe fcalu llevl hely (bindivr ss the entirride r mido egoioduelal, l at think oe r n). Vspaleidedatios orn, f olon thws, age oainstherdata).  At th t d hata wand, rheficers to de macroscopic resoluhtio aren,  vcoirnsect calididatioeroedmp rarealis (onse.g o., tuf srimulated data, such as link n was carried oningut b cetwountseen th, loope A detecimstounr thmoe mdeles andosc thope Ric andegio mnal Pl  were used. icroanningscopic l Mevoeldels, tu, usringning link co vuntsolu andmes  ffrroeewm thaye R floPMw and as ‘r dealens’ dityata. d  ataAt  4.As1 p Maart ocrf dosevcopic Validati  es e comelop onass s th pating the link between Aimsun and Voyager, validation was performed to thdemat Aandim smuatrn couicesld i pmibpiloirodrttye bd fetwromeen th Voyae getwo environments.  Based ouce results compar,r aab vleer tifoic thatioose n pofr thoce cessal wibasrated imn thpleme entednetwo tork  shoandw  in lModineel i wnith Voyag  R th er. TMh anis crucial s  ens egioe RP d, by extenstep ion, thurede im thpat Arovimed Asuimn’ss suimn muloatiodel n comuethld pordoonal Planning through mesoscopic, m dluogce iesre wsuerltes  back to the results prodicurcoedsc boyp thic, ande RPM hy. brid simulation which would appropriately reflect Fregorio exnsp ed(Univiencery,s thityis A pvrenuocese ands was H ciawompathleted for two sub-networks: the Green and Blue Line ccoonfrrecigutedratio asns p, Varolt oumef- thDele vay Faluncidatiotionsn pa croorricesdso s). Fou, : sr and HOV behelavf-cioentrr main isr oid trsuipess, w uernue idsuentif. al ciedentr aondid  4.1.1 SELF-CENTROID TRIPS Wtriphils are Ve nooyagt uers aledl bowy ths de memoanddel m toatr loadices to contain ek.  Bntry ciesontr froasmas any other a  the networ t, a c Aimentrsun troideats to its suelchf, s truipchs  thsuce netwh, vehiocrlke,s c tndrav celringeates icausing  f  v , loado roingmeh a cl wentres l ad hicho isid  bs acthkem to into itsel fth me neunrealistic.  Thisus bt trtwaoehavvrerk,ios andre s difo asfmere ssigmnsal al d risotancute. e in As  kdnoemwann pd wrioerre el to imiminatedplementing prior to th ence was already to as ‘Step 1’.  the he fyirbrsidt m macordoel s,tatic so al trl daffiagic asonalsig enmntrent wies in mhich isac rroefsercorpedic  
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4.1.2 UNUSUAL CENTROID CONFIGURATIONS IWn citherin Vtain locationsr wcentroid cooynnecager’tos frsamitewhin the RPM multiple centr as thoeirrk ‘, vpathehic’ andles tr nevavelering enter betwoideen ths were c  the s the roesade twonnec netwo ctedoentr toed rk poridops trameatede no thdee.   sacelftu-alcentr pathoid b trefoipre rs, Aimsun forces vehic er.  As with were created to handetule vrningeh toicles a c bentretwoeen thidles c toon enternector th.  Fe ror soaduc netwh casesor, adk andditio trnalav sertuse sb loinkmes short path at the edge e two centroids either by providing them a  which serve only vehicloesf th betwe roeen thad netwe cenortrk ooidr a c pairom. pletely isolated pair of ‘floating links’ 4.1.3 VOLUME-DELAY FUNCTION ADJUSTMENT A(V mDFain care bas’s) omponent of the RPM and thed th oat dff thefe Sine spiesecstio fornsm.u Tlah:e V DFe m’s (acdefroinedscop in thic moe RdelPM ar be thy the Ve Moluetrme Dopoellitan Cay Funcoutioncinsl)  
𝑡 = 𝑡0 �2 + �𝛼2(1− 𝑥)2 + 𝛽2 − 𝛼(1− 𝑥) − 𝛽� where:  t 
0
= average travel time per unit distance,  t  = free-flow travel time per unit distance,  x = 𝑣
2
/
𝛼
𝑐
−
 r
1
atio, and 
𝛽 =
2𝛼−2
 , and 𝛼 is a number greater than 1. T(Pyhe VthoDn)F’ ass w perrese trentedansl in atedTab frole m8 th.  e Voyager custom scripting language to Aimsun’s syntax     
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 Table 8. List of road types and corresponding Volume-Delay Functions. 
# Type VDF  Aimsun Syntax for VDFs 
1 Metered freeway T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167) (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
2 Unmetered freeway T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167) (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
3 Metered Local Ramp T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167) (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
4 Unmetered Local Ramp T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167) (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
5  Divided Arterial  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
6  Undivided Arterial  T0*(2+SQRT(25*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.266)-5*(1-(V/C))-1.125)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(25*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.266)-5*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.125)  
7  Collector  T0*(2+SQRT(36*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.210)-6*(1-(V/C))-1.100)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(36*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.210)-6*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.100)  
8  HOV Lane  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 9  Centroid Connector  T0  LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S)  
10  HOV Dummy  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
11  C/D Road  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
13  Metered System Ramp  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
14  Unmetered System Ramp  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
15  Expressway  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167) 
18  HOV Bypass  T0*(2+SQRT(16*(1-(V/C))^2 +1.361)-4*(1-(V/C))-1.167)  (LinkLength(S)/LinkSpeed(S))*(2+SQRT(16*(1-((LinkVolume(S)+LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))^2+1.361)-4*(1-((LinkVolume(S) +LinkAddVolume(S))/LinkCapacity(S)))-1.167)  
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A) After step 1 
 Figure 15. Predicted vs observed values pl
B)ot f Aorf thter se matepcro m 4 odel (University sub-network 7:30-8:30). 
Table 9. Relative difference between two models (7:30-8:30). 
Percent of Sections 
Maximum Relative Difference (percent) 
Green Line Blue Line 
After step 1 After step 4 After step 1 After step 4 75% 63 14.3 75 19.6 50% 31 6.5 39 8.3 25% 10 2.1 15 3.1 
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 Figure 16. Graphical user interface for a Dynamic Scenario in Aimsun. The second menu, the Dynamic Experiment seen in Figure 17, contained the more refined inputs such as the parameters of the stopping criteria, micro simulation subareas, global parameters, and active Policies (forced turnings, time sensitive lane/movement closures, etc.) 
 Figure 17. Graphical user interface for a Dynamic Experiment in Aimsun. 
behavior and reaction time parameters, arrival pattern, Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
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share a ramp (blue shaded region).  A dedicated slip ramp connects I-35E and Highway 52 and is the correct route for vehicles to take (green shaded region).  Aimsun incorrectly directed vehicles toward I-94, across several lanes of traffic, and onto the I-94/Highway 52 ramp (red shaded region). 
 Figure 18. Problematic connections between I-94, I-35E, and Highway 52. To remedy this incorrect route selection pattern, a forced turning was created which guides any vehicles entering the shared ramp space onto the correct slip ramp if their destination links include Highway 52.  This forced turning mirrors the real-world lane indications (shown in Figure 19) which direct traffic to the appropriate routes.  Figure 20 shows the Force Turning dialogue for this case. 
 Figure 19. Real world signs guiding drivers in route selection. 
Ramp from I-35E Southbound to I-94 Eastbound and  Highway 52 Southbound 
Ramp to Highway 52 
Crossover area along I-94 Eastbound 
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 Figure 20. Forced turning dialog menu in Aimsun. Additional routes demonstrated similar issues, including the interaction of I-35E and I-94. There are two forks in the road that distribute traffic to the correct side of the merge point toth re wedruocnge th lane ande amou thnt oisf c lane causesh uangnneces. Unfortunately, as described before, Aimsun chooses instanc
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 Figure 21. Locations of Minneapolis turning count data.  
 Figure 22. Locations of St. Paul turning count data. 
 With the data prepared for each intersection, each turning movement was matched with its corresponding turning ID in Aimsun. This involved manually locating each intersection containing data and copying the turning ID for each existing turning movement to the corresponding turning count in the spreadsheet, as demonstrated in Figure 23 and Figure 24. For turning movements that did not exist (i.e., in the case of a one-way road), the output file contained all zeroes, therefore an ID of -100 was given to indicate that it was an invalid turning movement and would be excluded from the final consolidated data.  
 Figure 23. Accessing intersection turning IDs in Aimsun. 
 Figure 24. Sample of spreadsheet for matching real data to turning IDs. Another macro in Visual Basic was written to consolidate the data into a format that Aimsun is able to read and subsequently use as real data.  The consolidated data included dthata ree cwaoslu ummeso-fine psoensd : Ain adimsdurtions of tition tur ning Ihe hn toyb thride fD, time of day, and real data turn count. Th mroeewdel toay d besetect rtoeprr desatenta to th fe sinetand-tune thard ce mondicitiorios fonsscorpmicatted and  areas.  in these TDhue re toes thule vts oasf t dthege avree oailabf thle e stucroningpe and cou qntsual end
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than the freeway detectors. The turning counts were found to vary greatly over both the years taken along with the time of year. Therefore they were used mostly to find intersections that had very contrasting counts to see if there were issues with the particular nodes that those counts belong too. It was found that the overall convergence of the model got closer to freeway detector counts as the model approached the peak periods. Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27 below show that as the model approaches Demand 8 (7:30-8:30) the model is getting closer to convergence and a “give/take” balance between having too many vehicles and not having enough. When the model had fewer vehicles it was found that they used more arterials then the highway detectors would suggest.  
 Figure 25. Demand 6 highway detector convergence. 
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 Figure 26. Demand 7 highway detector convergence. 
 Figure 27. Demand 8 highway detector convergence. 
 4.4
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 Figure 28. Mesoscopic triangular fundamental diagram. This process was confounded by the way in which nodes treat vehicles in Aimsun’s mesoscopic simulator.  Each node acts as an event server, processing a queue of vehicles otimvere is th ase lifsetimignede o bfWhen control existsas thede  osim within thn thulatioe dn.ep  For eve modareltu, a dre fery vehicelrayom f thunce ule ppastion isstrseaming through the node, an arrival each vehicle using the node.  Those vehicles then determine th used no tod ase sandign a tr linkav trela timvel time foe.r   lnoinkd, are assigned a node arrival time for the next node, and are reirem trave. ovedel tim frome f thore c thue nexrrent t 
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smurroutesanut rualnldy exing region could be implemented, but significant effort wns to damiagine andnose inc imidpentsrove g of theoe bmetrugies and and im tuplremningent a cs, as worrelecl astio pn.otentialould ble ry hequnduirrededs to of   4.5.2 ON-OFF RAMPS Df uring the cou2r0eew14 nearays. I thn ve enderrsse oion of calf Aibimratio of the prosjun pn it was fot)  8undec  crioarrs to wer.e no0.4 t (hwat a t abhicl hp wartice to maser noulart r iselsuease wedas causing issues on the vehicles in front o ge from the o un rntilam thpe s unlpresings al ofl  fadirsdt in f an auirxsilt oiaruyt. l Tane fhis wf them had mergedoras a s mecainltioyn o an isf freewsu.e w In otay hwen pher waroticrdusl evar leraryg re oamnrp amwasps o thperating under ould not allow any (except the lat esead vsentehicialle)ly  to merge on the freeway. If this vehicle could not find a gap then it would come to a stop at the end of the ramp and vehicles would cue up behind them as seen in Figure 29. 
 Figure 29. On ramp queue formation. In an attempt to solve this issue a small network was made and many different variables were used in an attempt to get realistic results. To mitigate the issue parameters such as thende l it wengthas o fof thunde r thamat ap w cerome arbinatiotificialn olyf ex the “tendLaed to prouse of the two-lane car ne Changve Cide moopoerre timation”e to par findameter gap ands. In th thee  lleadanes v)eh pricolde cucoedul thd me beregs ft roleslouwltsing model (which reduces the speed of vehicles in adjunct was added to Aimsun 8e..0 T.4h be fut theatu. Thre tois stil alll howow devifferer ent vdid not solve the issue where only the is was toward the end oehfic thlese p in throjece qt andueu noe tot u mseredg toe fi itsrst   fullest extent.  
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5Th. e intrResuodltusc between the tioMinnen of thwhole-period flow, trapoe Glis reen Line caused changes to traffic patterns across the regioavel tim ande, s Spaint Peed, andaul d densowitiesntow wn arere ceasom.  Tparoed q. uantify these changesn , 5.Aim1 Aimsun Outputsimusluation hn.as a range  of outputs that can be selectedWhile more c Fooru thlde  hpavurep boseen se of oeluecr analted, ythsisey th we oouuldtp rueqts n andeed edex wpoerrte edth at those ofe end the sec otiof thnse.  wcoasmp mutadede to. Th re edcoumce tputhatioese neednal reqs,u wirements of the moduelir we meroe exre mtensemory and timhich are discussed later in Chaptivere and 6. Th evererefoye to eff boret  available output statistics from Aimsun can be seen in Table 10 below. These were oruetp thue t at the end of each simulation run at 5 minute intervals. Table 10: Aimsun Hybrid Section Database Outputs 
Name Type Description 
did              integer    Replication or Average identifier 
oid              integer    Section identifier 
eid              char       Section External ID 
sid              integer    Vehicle type (from 0 for all vehicles, to number of vehicles) 
ent              integer    Time interval, from 1 to N, where N is the number of time intervals, and 0 
with the aggregation of all the intervals 
flow             double     Mean flow (veh/h) 
count            Integer    Vehicle counts (veh) 
ttime            double     Mean Travel Time (seconds) 
dtime            double     Mean Delay Time (seconds) 
speed            double     Mean speed (km/h) 
spdh             double     Harmonic mean speed (km/h) 
flow_capacity    Double     Mean flow / section capacity 
density          double     Density (veh/km) 
qmean            double     Mean queue length by lane (veh) 
qmax             double     Maximum queue length (veh) 
qvmean           double     Mean virtual queue (veh) 
qvmax            double     Maximum virtual queue (veh) 
travel           double     Total number of km travelled in the section travel time double Total travel 
time experienced in the section (seconds) 
lane_changes     double     Number of lane changes / Number of veh 
stime            double     Mean Stop Time (seconds) 
fuelc            double     Total liters of fuel consumed in the section 
nstops           double     Number of stops per vehicle    
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5.In o2 Vrdiserua toliz vinis g Results quusefantityul m oeasf duata remualentsize tprodu. hSe rincese uAlrtscM thap e dwatabas uassee od toutp vuistsual weize thre ce dleanedata,  andand g asivsen thociatede l intoarge  easchosy toen t imo dpo aort into ArccMedap b aynd eac ohne w simulation, the data needed to be in a format that was ll the calculations and to fhoicrhm diat thd ne dot ata.hav  e  to query the database. Access was TSinche fe thirst se twtepo w netwas too crkhs ooosnle wy vhariciedh netw in goeorkm was going to serve as a base map for ArcMap. imchopslemen toentatio use thn. Se netincew thorke netw that refolreck wtedas th ee getreoy armetrounddited toy ins o thf the Ge rreen Load afine Cter thore Gridoreen Lr, it was renumbered several sections causing som ert the Green line, Aimsiunne  gtheoe bmetrefoiesre and. To r afesterolv ce hthangis, thes ale netwong thorke g wrase is vissuues in associating links between the two networks to be compared. een line cally coormridpoarr wed andas m a adlinke to m alaplo asws thoce twiatingo  With a babcomsopluute dtingase m th ap and b th networkiffere uencsef oesu andl outp asu pts erpcroent ccseed asedsociated toang. Theh foo  thh e s wun in r meirain o corruestppuotsnd winger se cecT otioable 11. The Accemsspnsar, edthe t boasthk as of  structure for  associating the different data sets is shown in Figure 30. Table 11. Performance measurements extracted from database outputs 
Measurement Type Statistic Query 
Absolute Difference 
(After – Before) 
Speed AbsD_Speed: ([After_678.speed]-[Before_678.speed]) 
Flow AbsD_Flow: [After_678.flow]-[Before_678.flow] 
Density AbsD_Density: ([After_678.density]-[Before_678.density]) 
Travel Time AbsD_ttime: ([After_678.ttime]-[Before_678.ttime]) 
Percent Change 
((After – Before) 
/Before * 100) 
Speed PerD_Speed: (([After_678.speed]-
[Before_678.speed])/[Before_678.speed])*100 
Flow PerD_Flow: 
IIf([Before_678.flow]=0,[After_678.flow]*100,(([After_678.flow]-
[Before_678.flow])/[Before_678.flow])*100) 
Density PerD_Density: (([After_678.density]-
[Before_678.density])/[Before_678.density])*100 
Travel Time PerD_ttime: (([After_678.ttime]-
[Before_678.ttime])/[Before_678.ttime])*100   
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 Figure 30. Access association structure. Each of these variables must be interpreted separately since positive and negative shifts for each suggest different trends. In terms of speed, if the absolute difference and percent cmhoangre ve arehe piclesos aritive abe, this would show that the spositive absolute differle toenc me andove f perreelcent cy orh tangherece istio ln messay c hongavese imtion.pr Oovn thed se olighthtlyer s ho thandat,  vsecehtioicln bes loecngamere m to goet thre crroowugdhe thd. Ae s pecotiositive change in de for trensavityel  timor fe wlowo uwlould show that the n after the Green line was implemd sentedhow th. at it took Oregne imion spuorrrtantound asingsu thmption within this simulation model was the size of the microscopic in oUnivrerdersity to A capvenuture,e th Intere Green Line LRTe postate 9ssible d4, andivers pioarn oal clelorridor.  The resf d ralivterersnativ awaye r foroumtesear jcuhs te Univt toamer  th oe noptedsity Av rth toe. and incenu   soluudthe  Aspseed seen i forn  thFie mgureo r31ning bel poeakw, th hoisu asr pserumiopdtio (dn isem andreas 8onable.  The figure, showing changes in cleossehesriv ee cxtent shangesom ale oongf  Univthe cerrossitysing Av arenutere,ial Inters susctate 9, 7:h as S43, and0 to  W8:3as0 AhinMg)to, incn Alvuenudese, r andelativ toel a y Outside of the mesoscopic region, these changes becomnele llesings c Aovheneruent ase or H thigeh swimayu 2lato80r.   attempts to converge to a dynamic path choice equilibrium. 
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 Figure 31. Change in Speed from before and after of hybrid model (Microscopic Region shaded). Figure 32 presents a view of the level of congestion, as expressed by critical density around 45 veh/mile, during the Morning peak. As can be seen there are few changes after the imcongplemestedentatio as arne p oarf thts eo Gf Ir-9een L4. A dine. The area of Dale Ave northdown town St. Paul shows that I-9etail4 is taked vingiew c oonsf thide arerabea arle moourne trd I-9 o4 fb Univetween Sersitynel isling m anorde  dwroorpspe dedu ge toreatly affic and the s the ex. Bastrica aldemly, thande p driseexplacistinged fr boomtt Univlenecerk at thsity Ae cve.o mmons with I-35Epeed is gsetting have  Aand dif dferensent vity biewefo ore andf the s afamtere r these intrult can bodue sctioeenn o in Ff the Gigurre 3een l4 wine.her Fe thigure %e 3 d5 sifhferowens thce ie sn ff amlowe  or speed.  
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Figure 32. Change in density by link for demand AM Peak (6:45 - 7:30 AM). 
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 Figure 33. Congestion changes along I-94: AM peak (6:45 - 7:30 AM). 
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 Figure 34. Percent (%) Changes in Flow and Density without and with the Green Line LRT during AM Peak (6:45 - 7:30 AM). 
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 Figure 35. Percent (%) Changes in speed without and with the Green Line LRT during AM Peak (6:45 - 7:30 AM).
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The results indicated above are similar to those observed during the afternoon periods. As can be seen in Figure 36 and Figure 37 the congestion of alternative routes around University Ave increased. I-94 absorbed most of the extra traffic and became more congested as a result. The PM peak period also varied slightly from the AM peak in the fact that many of the neighboring roads directly adjacent to University Ave became more congested. The PM results also varied greatly along the section of University Ave between Lexington Parkway and Dale Street. After the Green Line was implemented, University Avenue sections had density’s less than the critical density of 45 veh/mile during AM peak, while in the PM they were heavily utilized with sections having 70+ veh/mile.  The effects of these density increases can be seen more clearly in Figure 38. The figure shows areas that increased in density and flow after the Green Line implementation in red. It is notable that I-94 increased in congestion and consequently had a reduced flow due to that increase. The same effect is also seen on the majority of the University corridor between the Minneapolis and St. Paul downtown cores. It should also be noted that due to the closure of Washington Ave through the University of Minnesota Campus traffic had to be rerouted and is seen as increased density near 35W along 4th Street and University Ave. In conjunction with these changes in density and flow, shifts in speed were observed.  From the increased demand, Interstate 94 experienced decreases in speed across the majority of its length (see Figure 39 below).  Red links in the figure represent significantly slower speeds, while green links are higher speeds after the Green Line is implemented. Although there appears to be changes all over the network many of these “cancel” each other out due to the nature of the simulation attempting to find the most optimal solution. In other words there is a visible balance between green and red links further away from the study area. 
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Figure 36. Change in density by link for PM Peak (3:00 - 4:00 PM). 
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 Figure 37. Congestion changes along I-94: PM peak (3:00 - 4:00 PM). 
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 Figure 38. Percent (%) Changes in Flow and Density without and with the Green Line LRT during PM Peak (3:00 - 4:00 PM). 
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 Figure 39. Percent (%) Changes in speed without and with the Green Line LRT during PM Peak (3:00 - 4:00 PM).
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While the results above are representative, they are samples from the entire set of simulations completed for this task.  To aggregate the results somewhat, the travel times for the entire University Avenue corridor were determined, on average, for each period within both the Before and After models.  Table 12 below shows the travel times for eastbound and westbound traffic along University Avenue between Huron Boulevard in Minneapolis and Robert Street in Saint Paul and Figure 40 shows the boundaries of the corridor used. 
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Figure 40. Path used for vehicle travel time estimation. Table 12. Travel times between Huron Boulevard and Robert Street.   Eastbound Westbound 
Interval Time Before After Before After 6 6:00 - 6:45 676 (s) 1043 (s) 376 (s) 1093 (s) 7 6:45 - 7:30 699 (s) 1125 (s) 272 (s) 1379 (s) 8 7:30 - 8:30 728 (s) 1138 (s) 754 (s) 1342 (s) 15 2:30 - 3:30 744 (s) 1110 (s) 424 (s) 1330 (s) 16 3:30 - 4:30 749 (s) 1237 (s) 278 (s) 1301 (s) 17 4:30 - 5:30 908 (s) 1389 (s) 808 (s) 1557 (s) 18 5:30 - 6:00 819 (s) 1457 (s) 480 (s) 1842 (s)   As seen in the table, travel times increased along University Avenue in the after model.  Closer examinations of these travel times show that the signals along University Avenue wAser se muchu, eschp mecoialre oly wptimhen vizedo fluomr veseh wicerlee l traffic prior to the implementation of the light rail.  implemented, the signals prioritize the loigwh,t r trailav andel tim, wesh wen there satm isal lta.  Wken cith thare oe Gfr, een Lclearineing  bsidefe sore andtreets inc.  Tuhris g createausesr d thelaye ms. ainline vehicles to encounter queues more frequently than  
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 Table 13: Green Line Average Travel Times for Completed Trips by Period 
Interval Time Eastbound Westbound 6 6:00 - 6:45 3858 (s) 64.3 (min) 3443 (s) 57.4 (min) 7 6:45 - 7:30 3775 (s) 62.9 (min) 3913 (s) 65.2 (min) 8 7:30 - 8:30 4049 (s) 67.5 (min) 4299 (s) 71.6 (min) 15 2:30 - 3:30 2965 (s) 49.4 (min) 3135 (s) 52.2 (min) 16 3:30 - 4:30 3034 (s) 50.6 (min) 3174 (s) 52.9 (min) 17 4:30 - 5:30 2939 (s) 49.0 (min) 3147 (s) 52.4 (min) 18 5:30 - 6:00 2568 (s) 42.8 (min) 3145 (s) 52.4 (min)  As indicated in Table 13, travel times range between roughly 45 and 75 minutes.  Morning trundaverel tim 65 mesinu artese l eithongerer ac wayros.  Ts alhe wl scenarios and in bin travel time by period, much moesre stboou thnda trn oainsther alostho  dexirperections scenarioiencs.  Ie, s wigithnif an average justn the aficant dternoifofern, bencoesth  directions show r  dtimuresing r oangff pe deakow con toem jarnditiouksably stable travelnst u. nder 45 minutes tim, weshic at rh woouuglhdl ly 5ikel0 my binue ctlesos.e to  Th the fe trastesavt trel timaveel  
T5.h4e l Coonopv werithgen Vcoey ofag Aer asims duesn Ld and c c oop em hange. Within only 4 iterribatioed in Figure 11already changing by only 0.16% for a nsgiv oen pf thear loticop w cithonve Vorgeyagd veer thrye d qemuicklandy i cnh tangerme ws oasf  thdemis wand uas. s G en that each one of th lar treen asiv  sufficient for convesere lgencoope.s   w as taking on thip e oandrd oernl oyf  30.-040 d5a2y%s t oo comf the topletalte  
A5.f5ter M soevdere Shal iterift  ations with Voyager the total number of trips during morning peak andchmiadn-dgeay loop off p-oneak-lo woper are tab  ruomitted due to a report ge penereslatedented foation er in r eacrTorabh mle 1od4e and. Note th eacat thh itere ratioesun.lts T fhre oomr thiginal. e fir vst alluoesop and are    
sAevcrerose fs bootr Hh pOeVr viodehsic, alesll  dnonur-ingSO mV tyorpninges ex ppeakerienc. Thede h dyecbrrideas mesod in mel proeddeic stedhar ge;ener thisal wlyas h mighoerst link speeds than the R  dalecterreasnative in res. Tidhere toshiptal d cuhPMang, resulting in a shift toward driving and away from transit that the majority of thesre tringe to mo thrninge lig pheakt rail and co mrridors represent a roughly 7.4% and 4.6% located near each other. That isips w treripe ss thhoat rt trips fidrodmay c oentrff peakoids, r thesat wpectiverele gy.eo It wgrapash ficoualndly  rtheacen wh thheirat th dese RtinatioPM pn. Trohdisu agcedain is wh licihk elmy wfrooumld th oe fnlyac ut thse a fat oewur l linkad e sh O inks in the thes ort S V trip ss bpeede netws were foraskter to  alternatives. etter than the   
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Table 14: Summary of mode shift by iteration PEAK PERIOD (6:00 AM - 8:30 AM)   OFF PEAK (8:30 AM - 2:30 PM)   RPM Original 
(Trips) 
∆ Loop 0-2  Loop 2-3  Loop 3-4  Loop 0-4   
RPM Original 
(Trips) 
 Loop 0-2  Loop 2-3  Loop 3-4  Loop 0-4     541,746 -287 180 -10 -117 Pedestrian 493,916 -261 42 1 -218 173,453 -797 498 -18 -317 Bicycle 145,999 -731 71 -3 -663 3,523,018 20,497 -1279 47 19265 SOV (1 Occ.) 3,253,911 1,187 -97 2 1092 834,676 10,024 -138 45 9931 (2 Occ.) 951,951 471 -31 1 441 1,750,852 18,158 47 92 18297 (3 Occ.) 2,055,451 719 -32 -1 686 36,278 -15,769 -226 -38 -16033 HOV (2 Occ.) 249 -249 0 0 -249 56,695 -24,516 -490 -82 -25088 (3 Occ.) 452 -446 0 0 -446 82,491 -1,752 374 -3 -1381 Local Bus Walk 26,217 -345 24 -2 -323 11,249 -412 96 -3 -319 PNR 2,711 -53 4 0 -49 5,466 -172 36 0 -136 KNR 550 -10 1 0 -9 42,232 -2,119 402 -15 -1732 Express Bus Walk 2,277 -63 6 0 -57 14,758 -1,222 261 0 -961 PNR 782 -25 3 0 -22 4,156 -261 49 -2 -214 KNR 76 -2 0 0 -2 13,448 -1,073 153 -11 -931 Light Rail* Walk 3,801 -180 11 0 -169 1,866 -204 26 -3 -181 PNR 187 -12 1 0 -11 935 -97 13 -1 -85 KNR 62 -5 0 0 -5 
        * Blue and Green Lines both included    
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major highways and arterials have increased now that the vehicles from 6:00am – 7:30am are more accurately represented.    
 Figure 41. Density comparison of multiple period simulation vs single period simulation1 
1 Sections with density’s less the 25 vehicles/km/ln were omitted from the results                                                         
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6.1.3 CALIBRATION ACitiess mentio metrnedopo plitan arreviouea issly thavailability of progr mer exe efs totensfoam  be ivrt re. eqUnluesireds t tohe eng calibineerrate a has netw unlimorkwo ited the s resizoe ourcfes th ande Twin the network needs to be calibrated on arki gnlg oobnal t shceal ne.e Wtwohilrk 24/e a par7,tial ther cae clibormatioesn w a timase w done inh theree  thhyisp netwothesesor wk derue dringev thelope feinald on s htagowes to o cfal thibe prate throjece netwt otheror mk oethn a godls were considered and  obal scale.  OAine smsunuc ho hn hypoowth veticehicall esm bethehoavd ce inam the out of a clarification recfollow a simplified form of the fundamentale mes doiascgorampic  rdefeginedion. I byt weivased f foruondm th the dat thevele vop: ehericsl oesf  
𝑄(𝑘) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 �𝑉𝑘, 1− 𝐿𝑘
𝑅
� wTimhee.re Th Q =is F, wlohwen c, V =onv Spereedted L toim Ait,im k =su Dn pensarityam, Leter = Es,f ifecs: tive Vehicle Length, and R is Reaction 
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𝑅
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6.2 Computational Effort Oreqne of the biggest lesson during this project was thcomupiruedter to req ruuirn a sementsimu wlatioere ln oowf th andis u ssizagee w. Washil le pow.er Sofeo amount of computational effort the fact that the original model was designed for macromrming the Macro Valse ocopf thic sisim isu asl sumed toid batioe dn thue toe  scope and network geometry was coarser then compared to the final pratioojecn.t. T  herefore the Tmhice cro aromoption foreasputatio begnalan. Pr/tim multi-threadioe efr tof Aoring wasimt sstarun 8ted m to not availany inc opreaseratioe dnsramatically once calibration of the earlier individually required 25% of real timable toe. T sherimefuloate thre th were twe noot multi-threaded and the run (15min real time for 1 hour simulation time). This reque eqiredu iv sub-networks described plan of modeling the whole 24 hours down to just peak hours.  usal tent so moimdifuylatio ourn tim originale to  Oreqncue biremothents m andodels tim wee rre cevealomedbined into a single Hybrid model, the true computational mpeoridods in the two Hybrid sim  themselves. Table 15 shows the requirements of the peak compelu terwass to us acingh ievupe swarudchs o limf 1u5l0atioGB on mf RoAdMel.s T. hEesven we typithes th ofe m reqajuiroreityments of statistics off the also proved a uniq its. Since Aimsun 8 only allows a maximum o rf 8eq thuirreade spsec thiials  gcoettingmputatio as mn timanye thureae cdhsal asleng pe since most computers with enough while still maiosntainisible evng then at le apporowp criatelock am spoeedunt os. Tf Rh RerAM are based on minimal cores and high clock speeds were used to build computers speAciMef, oprre tooces dsoecrsr weasf ithe ically for this task.    Table 15: Computation Requirements of Hybrid Model 
Demand Interval Pre Green Line Network Green Line Network RAM (GB) Iterations Run Time (hr) RAM (GB) Iterations Run Time (hr) 
6 6:00-6:45 17.5 4 1.6 24.2 5 1.7 
7 6:45-7:30 49.5 13 4.3 55.5 14 7.1 
8 7:30-8:30 116.6 24 20.5 88.7 19 14.0 
15 14:30-15:30 65.1 13 8.8 70.1 13 9.9 
16 15:30-16:30 125.1 25 19.1 85.1 16 14.9 
17 16:30-17:30 118.0 25 21.9 148.1 25 22.5 
18 17:30-18:00 38.0 16 7.2 40.2 14 9.2 
        
Multi-Demand       
6-8 6:00-8:30 291 27 92.2 261 26 86.1 
16-18 15:30-18:00 356 27 114.14 331 25 78.7    
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6.Th3e p Result Visualization pdata frogroamrocses, As o  oc isualizr imp rrtatioMf apv ,n in to and Aingc thcese results from the various simulation runs uses two main directly with the database it w ArcMsap. A fcocres vsis isual uizsedatio ton. b Wohthil qe AuerrcMy taphe d c atabase and clean the an acceptable format was foundas to f boue mnd toore ef be fuicnsient.tab le, so using Accoesulsd to po gtentialet the dly batae u intsedo  Ivt wisuasaliz ale it also fo Fluwas der e .  at ond thncat thiv d rom the.e  G e simulation outputs so much information that it is impossible to and absolute differencavivailen thable dis cata it whallengase, f ao wau y of consolidating the data into useful info displayed for the peak peser bioetwds andeen S anpaleedyzed, F tolownd ex, and that thamine th Dense mityos.t u Thsefesue l dwata were case differences. alc thule pateder andcent  Iarn Ae imccesposr a ctedonnection is set up to the database and static attributes about the networks lthenge sthec, ctioapnsac thity. T, hande s ntauticm attrber oibfu ltesanes o.f O sthecetior dnata ims inclupdoe rtedparameters such asat changed between the before and after g arreen le secine imtion mpaps s top ceedor lrelimate it, censhangure thes cat thould be de mata adme batcetwhes been thetween ee twoac shc netwenarioosr.k A andcces sso cal lementat alsoc cullatioeanedn b thetwe deen ion tothe  suecnrtioealn disticur vingal a duesetec suctioh asn inter speedval o.  f -1 when no vehicle was registered going throata ough a f Wpeithrcent and the clean d ab ata from each of the peak demand intervals before and after statics such as cvaliscuuallatedize A. TrchMesso encape rlute differ e b needesuledts w toere coetw have thrreleen atedb sefoo thre andat th afeyter co ge c ulrdeen l be vine ilean data and “links” to asis mplementation were section links needed for ArcMap are auto soucaliate thized in Aem wrcMithap. .Th Toe  imnetwpoortedrk ex intopo Art torcMoapl in th and ce fan borme j ooifned shap soe fm thilatices. Balleyoyth g thenere texatedt f bilyat th es A andims sun thhape frouilgesh th aree  mAn exaps uamsedple o in thf the rises pruolt scedecutiore cn.an b e seen in Figure 42 c wanh biceh c iso a zloredoo bmaseded ou ot vn therseioirn o valfu these.   In sum
 
 
mary the generation of the results is as follows:  1.2.
 
RRun simulations and note run ID’s 3.
 
Exupn acort thcese texs quert filieses w asith co thme bma sefoepre afaratedter I fDil’ess  4.5. 
 
IImmppoorrt tht texe st fecilestio inton GI AS intorcMap Ar cMap  6. Adjust the view styles to represent what is needed  
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 Figure 42. Results fabrication example for inner metro region  
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Appendix A 
A-1 
Centroid Connector Script 
centroidType = model.getType( "GKCentroid" ) 
centroidList = model.getCatalog().getUsedSubTypesFromType(centroidType) 
centroidKeys = centroidList[0].keys() 
centroidDict = {} 
 
for intID in centroidKeys: 
 centroidObj = model.getCatalog().find( intID ) 
 extID = int(str(centroidObj.getExternalId())) 
 centroidDict.update({extID:intID}) 
 
sectionType = model.getType( "GKSection" ) 
sectionList = model.getCatalog().getUsedSubTypesFromType( sectionType ) 
sectionIDs = sectionList[0].keys() 
 
for sectionID in sectionIDs: 
 sectionObj = model.getCatalog().find( sectionID ) 
 sectionName = str(sectionObj.getName()) 
 if sectionName[0:10] == "Centroid #": 
  numEnd = sectionName.find(",") 
  centroidID = int(str(sectionName[10:numEnd])) 
  if centroidID > 100:  # leave out microsimulation edge (fake) centroids 
   for extID, intID in centroidDict.items(): 
    if extID == centroidID: 
     centroidObj = model.getCatalog().find(intID) 
 
   origin = sectionObj.getOrigin() 
   connector = GKSystem.getSystem().newObject( "GKCenConnection", model ) 
   if origin is None: # connect from centroid 
    connector.setConnectionObject( sectionObj ) 
    connector.setConnectionType( GKCenConnection.eTo ) 
   else: # connect to centroid 
    connector.setConnectionObject( sectionObj ) 
    connector.setConnectionType( GKCenConnection.eFrom ) 
 
   cenConf = centroidObj.getCentroidConfiguration() 
   cenConf.activate() 
   centroidObj.addConnection( connector ) 
 
print "Done!" 
 
